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namics and its results have left little choice. But in the social sci-
ences, its acceptance has remained slow.
not limited by Low saving
In fact the relationship is not so simple as the current concepts
assume. When one considers the question of economic growth in
a dynamic situation, investment is not merely an arithmetical
deduction from income but also simultaneously the generator of
income; the marginal increments in income are directly related
to as well as dependent upon the increments in investment. In a
static case, investment has no impact on the level of income and
it only tends to alter the level of consumption; but in a dynamic
situation, investment has a definite and direct influence on the
level of income. It is the major variable which can raise income.
Higher investment would necessarily mean lower consumption
in a static sense. But due to the dynamic functional relation bet-
ween investment and income, one could derive almost a "per-
verse" (from a static point of view) result in a growing economy—
the larger the investment effort, the larger the rise in future con-
sumption. The correlations, therefore, between investment and
consumption are entirely different in the two situations ; an
inverse correlation in a static and a direct correlation in a dyna-
mic situation.
Economic growth need not be conditioned in an absolute sense
by the low current rate of saving, but can be financed, subject to
an appropriate policy framework, as a draft on the future. The
central aim of economic theory and policy would then be riot
to continue the sterile lamentations on the "vicious circle" of
poverty and the low level of savings but to elucidate and imple-
ment the steps that make possible a drawing on the future growth.
*
drawing on the future, not deficit financing
The argument therefore may be stated thus : that a country
which undertakes a larger investment effort can attain a larger
increment both in total output and consumption. There is nothing

